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2012-06-28 - Fedora Committer Meeting
Time/Place
This meeting is a hybrid teleconference and IRC chat. Anyone is welcome to join...here's the info:

Time: 9am Eastern Standard Time US (UTC-4)
Voice

Via Skype (Dial from anywhere):
In Skype, select Add a New Contact
In the search box, type , hit Enter, and add the contactfreeconferencecallhd.8053991200
Call the contact
When prompted, bring up the Skype keypad and enter the following : by clicking with your mouse – not using your keyboard 341
861#

Via Phone (US Number):
+1(805)399-1200, Access Code: 341861

IRC:
Join the #duraspace chat room via Freenode Web IRC (enter a unique nick)
Or point your IRC client to #duraspace on irc.freenode.net

Agenda
Regular Items:

Notetaking reminder: all via IRC
Review  (15 minutes)recently submitted issues

Discussion Topics:

Readiness for 3.6
3.6 Test Plan

Individual Status
TBD

Notes
Attendees: Chris, Adam, Dan, Ed, Eddie, Ben, Jonathan

Notes:

See .notes on IRC

http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/meetingdetails.html?year=2012&month=6&day=28&hour=13&min=0&sec=0&p1=179&p2=136&p3=195
http://webchat.freenode.net/
https://jira.duraspace.org/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa?reset=true&jqlQuery=project+%3D+FCREPO+AND+status+%3D+Received+ORDER+BY+created+DESC%2C+updated+DESC%2C+priority+DESC
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/FCREPO/Fedora+3.6+-+Test+Plan
http://irclogs.duraspace.org/index.php?date=2012-06-28


Jonathan: FCREPO-1106, one line fix likely will fix it. Prevents it from working.
Chris: Concerned about putting the fix in at this stage of the release.
Ben: There may be a broader issue and we may need to reopen. Has seen the message under other circumstances.
Eddie: We will try to 3.6.1 out very soon after 3.6 in order to wrap up a bunch of bug fixes.
Eddie: Geronomo exclusion is failing, crept back in.
<cwilper> FAILED to resolve p: null s: http://localhost:8080/fedora/schema/listDatastreams.xsd
Chris: Happens when you ingest demo objects.
Chris: Wonders if its showing a larger problem with validation.
<eddies> https://github.com/fcrepo/fcrepo/commit/00874369d0659f449900755a6a757c86c24e7325
<kompewter> [ namespacecontext for xpath in findobjects, added schema for findObjects ... · 0087436 · fcrepo/fcrepo · GitHub ] - https://github.com/fcrepo
/fcrepo/commit/00874369d0659f449900755a6a757c86c24e7325
<eddies> https://github.com/fcrepo/fcrepo/commit/c1ff32b0b89f5557cfae8fa916833b8d5c46129c
<kompewter> [ Merge branch 'master' of github.com:fcrepo/fcrepo · c1ff32b · fcrepo/fcrepo · GitHub ] - https://github.com/fcrepo/fcrepo/commit
/c1ff32b0b89f5557cfae8fa916833b8d5c46129c
<eddies> https://github.com/fcrepo/fcrepo/commit/9120102a0a39cd0d5abf1289f838b1e038777cc6
<kompewter> [ FCREPO-1086: Minor correction to fedora-client version · 9120102 · fcrepo/fcrepo · GitHub ] - https://github.com/fcrepo/fcrepo/commit
/9120102a0a39cd0d5abf1289f838b1e038777cc6
Eddies: Correlates with the three commits.
Chris: "S:" is system for resolve entity method.
Ben: It only knows two namespace contexts
Chris: It could be a reference from a higher level schema.
Chris: Its to avoid schema validation or inline XML datasteams.
Chris: Wonders if schema validation is skipping when inline XML is found. Concerned this is does not have test coverage.
Ben: Its only happening on findObjects.
Chris: We have to determine how serious this is in order to make a decision.
Ben: Eddie: When working with JAXB, did not include findObjects
<eddies> line 1630 in TestRESTAPI
Chris: Perhaps validating our own responses should really just be a test.
Eddie: Calls for input to Release Notes.
Chris: Can we improve our inclusion of license information.
Eddie: It would be nice to automate this.
Chris: Observes that the license information is not always good even in Maven central libraries.
Chris: Is faster to do the release manually. Deploy function works well.
Chris: Eddie needs permissions to deploy set up.
<cwilper> https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/FCREPO/Fedora+Release+Process#FedoraReleaseProcess-Verifyreleaseprivileges
<kompewter> [ Fedora Release Process - Fedora Repository Development - DuraSpace Wiki ] - https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/FCREPO
/Fedora+Release+Process#FedoraReleaseProcess-Verifyreleaseprivileges
Ben: Jonathan's pull request should go in.
Ben: There may be another issue but its not that issue.
Ben: Will merge in.
Ben: Egbert RELS-EXT for 3.6.1 is right about language attribute
Ben: There is a bunch of code if done to the full scope
Ben: Will work on for 3.6.1.
Eddie: Cautiously optimistic that we can make release next week.
Chris: Other that Jonathan's fix but nothing else without talking to Eddie.
Chris: Next week is a problem due to the US holiday.
Eddie is shooting for the 5th.
<Dan_Davis> Chris: Meeting in Edinburgh is all confirmed, lunch service, bring your own Scotch.
<eddies> http://mediashelf.github.com/fedora-batch/
<kompewter> [ Fedora-batch by mediashelf ] - http://mediashelf.github.com/fedora-batch/
Ben: Wildcard causes problems with CXF path matching
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